Press coverage September 2021

BIICL Press coverage

Covid-19 Vaccine Injury Compensation Schemes: Comparative Perspectives
Sept 2021 Hong Kong Lawyer

From Obligation to Aspiration - Supply Chain Laws and the Business Case of Putting People first
2 September 2021 CSR News

Vos: Lawyers like remote hearings because they earn more
20 September 2021 Law society Gazette

Worldwide: Sovereign Wealth Funds: A Detailed Analysis Of Transnational Regulation And Dispute Resolution
21 September 2021 Mondaq News

New BIICL President
22 September 2021 New Law Journal

Remote chance of litigators returning to the office
24 September 2021 The Times (paid)

Sky news Appearance on the subject of Franco –Australian relations
28/09/21 Sky News

Tilburg University appoints Elies van Sliedregt as Professor of Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure
28 September 2021

September Moves: A Busy Month of Hiring For US Firms In London | Law.com International
30 September 2021 Law.com (paid)

Bingham Centre Coverage
The GP Data Sharing Scheme represents a major shakeup of health data usage in the NHS
2 September 2021 Turing Institute Blog

9/11 is ancient history for British Muslims, but creating a new story is not easy
6 September 2021 National World.com

Journalist’s slaying: Have Dutch values fostered a crime problem?
15 September 2021 Christian Science Monitor

The Rule of Law – A Courtroom Drama: A conversation with Laurent Pech
15 September 2021 Review of Democracy

Bingham Centre Blogs

Rebalancing upstream and downstream scrutiny of government during national emergencies
21 September 2021 UCLA blog

A Path to Redemption? Can mainstreaming save ‘P/CVE’?
30 September 2021 Rethinking Security